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Recognising Run-on Sentences

 The run-on sentence is a common fault. It is really two separate sentences that run-on or 
have been joined by using a comma.

Some of these are run-on sentences and need a full stop. Others are correct. If you spot the 
run-on, write the word before there should be a full stop and the word after it. Begin this next 
word with a capital letter. If the sentence is correct, write correct.

 For example: 
The ship slowed down one of its engines had stopped.    down. One

 The ship slowed down when one of its engines stopped.   correct
 Cook was a great navigator, he mapped the coastline of eastern Australia. navigator. He

1 The siren sounded I stopped dead in my tracks. …………………………..

2 My uncle owns a hardware store, he has made a lot of money. ………………………….

3 With a sudden lunge the tiger swiped its victim was knocked over. …………………………

4 People at the foot of the slope were afraid of boulders tumbling down from above. 

………………………….

5 While the teacher was writing, Jack passed me a note. …………………………….

6 Carrying a huge parcel, Eva came up the path she was very tired. ……………………….

7 The team looked strong however they lost the match. …………………………

8 The trainer showed the seal how to clap its flippers made quite a noise. …………………………

9 Australia won the match in spite of losing six quick wickets. …………………………..

10 I have just read a book about Charles Dickens, the author who wrote ‘Oliver Twist’. 

……………………………

11 Rosewall was a great tennis player his partner Hoad was equally famous. ………………………….

12 Timber houses need painting, brick ones need little maintenance. …………………………..

13 When Mother could afford it, she made roast duck it always was delicious. 

…………………………….

14 Look for the information in the book there are 

two chapters about it. …………………………..

15 Edward Hargraves discovered gold to the north-

west of Bathurst. ………………………….
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Little John and Robin Hood

Most people have heard of Robin Hood. Many stories have been handed down about this leader of a 
band of outlaws in Sherwood Forest. His merry men hunted the king’s deer, which was strictly against 
the law. They robbed the rich and gave to the poor. No wonder there was a huge reward for their 
leader’s capture. Some of Robin’s men were given new names when they joined the outlaws. One was 
Will Scarlet because he was wearing a red coat. No doubt he soon changed into green clothes, as did 
the others, to blend in with the trees. Friar Tuck was so named because he liked to tuck into lots of food.

One day Robin was about to cross a stream on a fallen log when a very tall man stepped on the other 
end to do the same. There was really no room for both men.

“Clear off,” shouted Robin, as he began walking on the log.

“No fear, it’s you that had better do the clearing off,” replied the man as he too began crossing.

Robin vowed to settle this quickly by fitting an arrow to his bow. The tall man protested that it was unfair 
to use an arrow when he only had a stout stick. Robin obliged by stepping back from the stream and 
cutting himself a stick to match.

“Now we are on equal terms,” said Robin. “Let’s see who will clear off.”

The tall man swung his stick swiftly. Robin dodged but was too late. He was struck a blow that made 
his head ring. He shook it and aimed his blow but missed. Before Robin could swing again he received 
another whack on the head. Sticks whistled through the air until Robin’s opponent sent him tumbling 
into the water. Splashing and spluttering, Robin managed to blow his horn. His men came running 
through the forest and gathered at the scene. After seeing Robin’s bruises, they wanted to kill 
the stranger.

“No,” assured Robin,” he is a brave man. Perhaps he’ll join us. What’s your name?” 
he added. 

“My name is John Little,” was the reply.

“Little, my foot,” laughed Robin, “you’d have to duck to get in the main castle 
door.”

At this the outlaws laughed. The man was a positive giant. He joined in the 
laughter and agreed to join such an illustrious band. He was named Little John.

Write ‘true’ or ‘false’ after each statement.

1 Robin Hood and his men aimed to become rich by robbing people. ………………..

2 The log was a handy spot to cross the river. …………………..

3 The Friar was noted for his large appetite. ………………….

4 Robin proved that he was as good as John Little at fighting with sticks. ………………….

5 The sound of Robin’s horn brought the outlaws running to him. ………………..

6 All the outlaws preferred to wear green rather than bright colours. …………………

7 Robin may have exaggerated about John Little’ s height. …………………..

8 Stories about Robin Hood may or may not be true. …………………..

9 The word ‘illustrious’ means ‘much hated’. ………………….
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Capital Letters

In each sentence one or more words should have been written in capital letters. Write them in 
the spaces.

1 Last friday was the wettest day all week. …………………….

2 His uncle was born in a village in france. ……………………

3 Quite a few new zealanders live in the eastern parts of the city. ……………………….

4 I quite like eating french pastry, although it is fattening. ………………………..

5 Many australians have moved up north where it is warm. ……………………….

6 The old man is a civilian but likes to be called ‘colonel’ smith. ……………………….

7 My favourite book about horses is ‘black beauty’. ………………………….

8 The explorers travelled north until they reached lake george. ………………………..

9 My mother is reading ‘tales of an indian prince’. …………………………

10 It is an honour to be accepted for james ruse high school. …………………………

11 The catholics worship at st mary’s. ………………………..

12 We hope that you will visit us on good friday. ……………………….. 

13 My coach, brother hamilton, is a fast bowler. ……………………….

14 Will mother be shopping at david jones? …………………………

15 In the city of melbourne there are many restaurants. ……………………….

16 My best subjects at school are english and mathematics. …………………………

17 I read that new york city was once called New Amsterdam. ………………………..

18 She works at a chinese restaurant called the chop sticks. ……………………….

19 During autumn I hope to be holidaying in queensland. ………………………

20 Many australians are of british descent. …………………………

21 Believers in christ and his teachings are christians. ………………………….

22 The sydney harbour bridge is over sixty years old. ………………………..

23 Gold was found in the bathurst area. …………………………

24 The film ‘Kidnapped’ is showing at the lyceum theatre. 

………………………….
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A Busy Street

Use the verbs and adverbs in the blank spaces. Choose from the list above each paragraph.  
In three examples two words go side by side

Verbs: moving visited were bustling were strolling
Adverbs: aimlessly hurriedly

Last Saturday morning when we 1 ………………………………. the main shopping  

centre, we were amazed at the crowds of people 2 …………………………. along the 

street. Some 3 ……………   ………….. quite 4 ……………………………….., as if 

they had neither shopping nor anything else to occupy their time.  

Others 5 ……………      …………… along 6 ………………………..  , 

looking as if they were anxious to finish their buying before the shops closed.

Verbs: scurrying side-stepped  Adverbs: nimbly

The only people who appeared to be enjoying the crowded conditions were two small boys who  

7 …………………………other pedestrians, 8 …………………………….. 9 ………………………….. past us.

Adverbs: happily hastily heavily purposefully sedately slowly

At street intersections it was interesting to observe how various people walked across. 

Some strode 10 ………………………….. to the other side, knowing exactly where they were  

going. Others, who seemed to be nervous, hesitated for a moment and then 

11 ………………… scampered across. An elderly man waited until no vehicles were in sight 

and then 12 ………………….. hobbled over, leaning 13 ……………………. on his walking  

stick. In contrast to him, a couple of little girls skipped across 14 ………………… , waiting on  

the opposite side for their parents who crossed more 15 …………………………… .

Verbs: reached walk were making
Adverbs: comfortably gradually

16 …………………….. the number of people grew less. By the time we 17 …………………. 

the shop for which we 18 ……………    ………………… , we could 19 ……………………… 

quite 20 …………………………….  .
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Agreement of Pronouns

Pronouns must agree with their antecedents (words they stand for). 

Choose the correct pronoun from the brackets.

1 Every girl in the team brought (her their) ……………………….. uniform to school.

2 The wind and the rain have done (its their) ……………………… damage.

3 Either Miss Jones or Mrs Smith will take (her their) ……………………….. holiday in July.

4 Everyone was in (her their) ……………………….. place at the mother’s meeting.

5 Neither the bowler nor the batsman has given (his their) ……………………….. side of the story.

6 Every cloud has (his her its) ……………………….. silver lining.

7 Have all of you paid (his, her, their, your) ………………………… money to go to the zoo?

8 Neither of the boys has tidied up (their his) ……………………… room yet.

9 The choir will have (its their) ………………………… practice session next Monday.

10 Did you know that the Titanic sank on (its her his) ……………………….. maiden voyage?

11 Each of the women who nursed the old man deserves to have (her their) ………………… reward.

12 Will either Joan or Prue lend us (her their) ………………………. coloured pencils?

 
Pronouns may be used as subjects (nominative case), as objects of verbs, or prepositions 
(objective case) or in the possessive case.

Write the correct form of the pronoun – nominative or objective. 

13 We chose Henry and (she her) ………………………. to represent the class. 

14 They thought it was (I me) ……………………… who had broken the plate.

15 The teacher placed another group and (we us) ……………………… in the same team.

16 A policeman arrived to find (him his) ………………………. opening the safe.

17 (Who Whom) ………………………… is the better player of the two?

18 (Him His) ……………………….. calling for help saved his life.

19 To (who whom) ……………………….. will you give your old bicycle?

20 This is the girl (who whom) ……………………….. I saw climbing our fence.

21 It was (I me) ……………………….. who woke you up by dropping my books.

22 Mrs Bradley recognised (he him) …………………………. as the intruder.
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Leather

Write the missing word in each line.

Early humans wore untreated animal skins. These 1 s……………………… must have become stiff  

and even decayed as 2 t……………………… went by. One day, however, someone must have  

3 n……………………….. that a skin hanging up for some 4 t………………………. above the fire did not 

decay. From then on 5 s……………………… were dried out before being worn. They were still hard and 

uncomfortable until someone 6 e………………………. rubbed a skin and worked grease into it. This  

7 m…………………….. it softer.

So began the first making and use of 8 I……………………….. . It was very primitive but as more time went 

by 9 n……………………… processes were discovered that made leather into a 10 s…………………….. but 

tough product from 11 w……………………….. boots, bags as well as clothing were made. The boiling of 

skins with 12 t……………………… bark added to the water was one important discovery in  

13 c……………………… skins to leather.

Most leather comes from skins of cattle and 14 o………………………… animals killed for their  

15 m………………………… but many different animal skins have been  

16 f……………………… suitable. Crocodiles, sharks, pigs and snakes 

have skins that are used for 17 m……………………. purposes.

Other materials compete with leather today. They  

18 a……………………. known as synthetics and may look  

19 I…………………….. leather. Vinyl is one that is cheaper, but  

a leather chair 20 w……………………… outlast one that is made 

from 21 v…………………….. . There is an old saying that “there 

is nothing like leather,” which still holds 22 t………………………. 

today. 
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The Wooden Horse

This story is written in four paragraphs but some of the full stops and capitals have been left 
out. Each paragraph consists of three sentences. Use a red pen and put in the three full stops 
and capitals that begin each new sentence. Besides these capitals there is one word in each 
paragraph that should begin with a capital. Alter these with your red pen as well.

For ten long years, the Greeks had been trying in vain to win a 
war against the trojans their warriors held the wide plain  between 
the city and the sea they were unable to capture Troy

At last, one of the greek leaders thought of a  cunning plan which 
would help them to win the war with one quick blow they brought  
strong planks of oak and built a huge horse with a hollow body 
when the wooden horse was finished, inside it they hid a number 
of their bravest warriors, led by Ulysses

During the night, the rest of the Greeks loaded their goods on 
their ships and prepared to sail away when everything was 
ready, they set fire to their huts by sunrise their ships were out to 
sea, heading towards greece, leaving the wooden horse in their 
smouldering camp

The Trojans dragged the wooden horse in triumph into their 
city, believing that the Greeks had left it as a gift to Athena, 
the Goddess of war when night came, the Greek warriors 
climbed out through the secret panel of the wooden horse 
they quickly overpowered the guards and opened the gates of 
the city to their comrades who had returned in the darkness

1 In what city did the Trojans live? ……………………….

2 What nationality was Ulysses? ………………………

3 Did the Greek soldiers pretend they were sailing away to Greece? ……………………

4 Did the Trojans suspect that the wooden horse contained soldiers? ……………………..

5 What did the Greeks have to open to step from the wooden horse? ..……………………

6 Which word tells us that the Trojan guards were killed or silenced? ………………………

Write the word in the story that means the same as:

7 not solid ……………………… 

8 burning without flame ……………………………

9 friends ………………………. SAM
PLE
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Black Beard

Pirates were sea robbers who attacked ships to steal their cargo.  
Edward Teach, a pirate captain, lived over 200 years ago. He preyed 
on ships that sailed along the west coast of North America. Called 
Blackbeard, this man was the terror of the seas. He seldom 
washed. His clothes were stained with food and drink, and 
spattered with the blood of some of his victims. When 
Blackbeard attacked a ship, he carried several pistols and 
a heavy cutlass. In his hair he stuck slow-burning matches 
which were usually used to light gun-powder in the ship’s 
big guns. Together with his huge black beard, he frightened 
sailors so much that they often gave up without a fight. If 
Blackbeard’s ship, the Revenge, came into port, the shopkeepers 
shut their shops because Blackbeard and his pirates fired their pistols for 
fun at any target, and nobody was safe. 

The Royal Navy was always hunting pirates, who hid among the islands 
or bays on the coast. In 1718, the Navy sent Lieutenant Maynard with two 
ships to kill or capture Blackbeard. Sailing into an inlet where they found the 
Revenge, Maynard lost one ship, and his own was disabled and began drifting 
towards the pirates. Blackbeard saw that there were only a few men on the 
deck. He thought most of the crew were dead. “Follow me! “ he yelled, and leapt 
aboard the naval ship. But there was a surprise for him, as Maynard had hidden 
his men below decks. They then rushed up to fight. 

Blackbeard swung his cutlass to left and right. Seeing Maynard, he slashed at him, breaking the 
captain’s sword in two. Maynard, however, shot Blackbeard with his pistol and another British sailor ran 
his sword into his back. Still Blackbeard kept fighting. More and more sailors shot or stabbed him until 
at last he fell to the deck and died. He had been a pirate for two years, but now he would rob and kill no 
more. Most of his crew were killed; those who were captured were later hanged.

1 What was the name of Blackbeard’s ship? …………………………..

2 What kind of a sword did a pirate usually carry? ……………………………

Circle the right answer.

3 Maynard’s ship belonged to: 

(a) the American Navy (b) the British Navy (c) the Australian Navy.

4 Slow-burning matches were usually used: 

(a) to light pipes (b) to light lamps (c) to fire guns.

5 Complete the sentence which tells how Maynard tricked Blackbeard.  

Maynard …………………………………………………………………………………………………

6 Did Captain Maynard have more than one weapon? …………………………………

7 Which word tells you that pirates were executed if they were taken alive by the Navy? 

..................................................
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Proofreading

Read through this passage carefully. Use a red pen to proofread.  
Check for mistakes in spelling and punctuation. 
At the bottom of the passage you are told what to do with the errors.

In the old Testerment of the bible scenes we pickture often had camels in the background.  
Abraham had many camels. Job was a rich man who had sheep, oxen and 3 000 camels. 
The female beasts supplied milk, which was turned into butter and cheese. The males gave meat.  
From both males and females the owners made ropes tents clothes and carpets. John the baptist  
was known to dress in garmants made entirely from camel’s hair.

Correct the three words that should have begun with capitals. Write them in the order they 
appear in the text.

1 ……………………….. 2 ………………………… 3 …………………………..

Write the three words spelt incorrectly. Write them correctly in the order they appear in the 
text.

4 ……………………….. 5 ………………………… 6 …………………………..

Write the three words which should have had commas after them. Write them in the order they 
appear in the text.

7 ……………………….. 8 ………………………… 9 …………………………..

Do the same with the next passage

All the great Bible jorneys were made by camels these include the queen of Sheba’s 
gorgous cavelcade into jerusalem  and the long rides made from all parts of the Holy Land. 
Merchants had camel trains to transport their goods to and from the Mediterranean ports As the 
travellers made their way across the burning sands, they sang songs. Many of them have been 
handed down and are still sung today. They sang about dark-eyed maidens, 
tinkling streams to quench their thirst, and battles fought over lands between tribes

Correct the three words that should have begun with capitals. Write them in the order they 
appear in the text.

10 ……………………….. 11 ………………………… 12 …………………………..

Correct the three words spelt incorrectly in the order they appear in the text.

13 ……………………….. 14 ………………………… 15 …………………………..

Write the three words which should have had full stops after them.  
Write them in the order they appear in the text.

16 ……………………….. 17 ………………………… 18 …………………………..SAM
PLE
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Answers

47 The Olympics 
1 false 2 false 3 true 4 true 5 true 6 true 7 true 8 true

48 A Name in the Sand 
I walked 2 hand 3 sand 4 date 5 passed 6 look 7 fast 8 washed 9 be 10 me  
11 wall 12 place13 shore 14 more 15 name 16 leave 17 Him 18 His 19 stands 20 name 21 all  
22 soul 23 caught    24 for

49 Past Tense or Past Participle 
1 blown 2 torn 3 slain 4 lain 5 swung 6 woken 7 strode 8 slunk 9 risen 10 laid 11 led 
12 woven 13 drunk 14 wrung 15 chosen     16 burst     17 sworn     18 lay      19 arisen     20 chose  
21 sprang    22 swum      23 sewn

50 Re-arranging Word Order 
1 When she was an infant, Florence Nightingale wanted to be a nurse.     2 The poodle, with his long tongue 
hanging out, followed the boy.     3 Michael whispered, under his breath, that he liked her. (or begin with Under 
his breath, Michael ... ) 4 A comb with silver teeth was lost by a woman. 6 The firefighter was wearing 
a hat made of plastic on his head. 7 Looking through binoculars, my father saw a dolphin.     8 After the 
banquet in the castle, the left-over food was given to the sick 9 Dad himself had already shot, but he handed 
out bullets to my friends.     10 In a letter last week, I asked her to fly home.

51 The Little Gentleman 
1 old 2 ten 3 With little time for play     4 His voice is gently pitched     5 mill      6 raises his cap      
7 manners     8 yes

52 Rhyming Words 
1 gill 2 dough 3 dew 4 mete 5 ruse 6 puny 7 flurry 8 chaff 9 brat 10 all rhyme     11 flood 
12 lope 13 both 14 pier 15 dear 16 mower      17 bowel     18 meant     19 all rhyme     20 stalk     
21 all rhyme    22 mould    23 all rhyme

53 Proofreading 
1 Old 2 Bible 3 Baptist      4 Testament     5 picture       6 garments     7 Bible,       8 ropes,       
9 tents,      10 These     11 Queen    12 Jerusalem     13 journeys      14 gorgeous 15 cavalcade      16 camels 
17 ports 18 tribes

54 Leather 
1 skins 2 time 3 noticed 4 time 5 skins 6 else 7 made 8 leather 9 new 10 soft 11 which 
12 tree, tan      13 changing, curing       14 other 15 meat 16 found   17 many     18 are 19 like  
20 will      21 vinyl 22 true

55 Agreement of Pronouns 
1 her 2 their 3 her 4 her 5 his 6 its 7 your 8 his      9 its     10 her or its     11 her     12 her 
13 her       14  I 15 us 16 him 17 who 18 His 19 whom    20 whom     21 I       22 him

56 Capital Letters 
1 Friday    2 France    3 New Zealanders    4 French     5 Australians,   6 Colonel Smith 7 Black Beauty 
8 Lake George      9 Tales, Indian Prince 10 James Ruse High School 11 Catholics, St Mary’s 
12 Good Friday 13 Brother Hamilton     14 Mother, David Jones     15 Melbourne     16 English 
17 New York City 18 Chinese, Chop Sticks 19 Queensland 20 Australians, British     21 Christ, Christians  
22 Sydney Harbour Bridge    23 Bathurst     24 Lyceum Theatre

57 Little John and Robin Hood 
1 false 2 true 3 true 4 false 5 true 6 true 7 true 8 true 9 false

58 Possession 
1 the girl’s hat     2 the two boys’ shirts 3 the men’s bats     4 the ceiling of the room     5 Jones’ car or 
Jones’s car 6 the company’s sign      7 the knob of the television      8 the tyres of the buses      9 Peter 
and Paul’s boat        10 the princess’s gown      11 a two hours’ flight 12 a one hour’s flight      13 five dollars’ 
worth    14 one dollar’s worth

59 Marsupials 
1 all 2 well 3 pouch 4 animals 5 legs 6 lean 7 kangaroo      8 time      9 used     10 head     
11 years    12 front 13 move 14 teeth 15 makes    16 eat 17 action  18 value  19 food  
20 shot 21 out     22 more     23 grass       24 answer

60 Recognising Run-on Sentences 
1 sounded. I      2 store. He 3 swiped. Its      4 correct 5 correct      6 path.She      7 strong. However  
8 clap. Its 9 correct  10 correct     11 player. His 12 painting. brick 13 duck. It     14 book. There   
15 correct
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EXCELLENCE IN LITERACY BOOK 5
Page
6 A Busy Street 

1 visited 2 moving    3 were strolling    4 aimlessly    5 were bustling 6 hurriedly    7 side-stepped 
8 scurrying    9 nimbly    10 purposefully    11 hastily     12 slowly    13 heavily    14 happily    15 sedately 
16 Gradually    17 reached    18 were making    19 walk    20 comfortably

7 The Wooden Horse 
1 For ten long years, the Greeks had been trying in vain to win a war against the Trojans. Their warriors held 
the wide plain between the city and the sea. They were unable to capture Troy. At last, one of the Greek leaders 
thought of a cunning plan which would help them to win the war with one quick blow. They brought strong planks 
of oak and built a huge horse with a hollow body. When the wooden horse was finished, inside it they hid a 
number of their bravest warriors, led by Ulysses. During the night, the rest of the Greeks loaded their goods on 
their ships and prepared to sail away. When every thing was ready, they set fire to their huts. By sunrise their 
ships were out to sea, heading towards Greece, leaving the wooden horse in their smouldering camp. 
The Trojans dragged the wooden horse in triumph into their city, believing that the Greeks had left it as a gift to 
Athena, the Goddess of War. When night came, the Greek warriors climbed out through the secret panel of the 
wooden horse. They quickly overpowered the guards and opened the gates of the city to their comrades who 
had returned in the darkness. 
1 Troy   2 Greek   3 yes   4 no   5 a secret panel   6 overpowered   7 hollow   8 smouldering   9 comrades

8 Blackbeard 
1 the Revenge     2 cutlass    3 (b)    4 (c)    5 had hidden his men below decks    6 yes    7 hanged

9 Putting Sentences in Order 
1 1CABDFE    2CAFEBGD    3DGFCEAB    4DBFAGCE

10 Willie’s Lodger 
1 Willie’s mother 2 no    3 pout    4 “Clear out!” I’d say, “Old Fume and Fret” 5 This heart of mine is not to 
let    6 “Thank you,” he says, and “if you please?”    7 dread

11 An Unexpected Visitor 
1 was    2 woke     3 did    4 was    5 had    6 felt    7 opened    8 stared     9 saw   10 mistook   11 
expressed   12 handed   13 hurled   14 was   15 caught   16 was   17 could   18 jumped   19 turned    20 favoured   
21 lifted    22 sprang     23 was    24 saw    25 was    26 came    27 had    28 demanded    29 took    
30 was    31 had   32 succeeded   33 found

12 The Cotton Flower 
1 the seed    2 no 3 the hollyhock    4 no    5 America or the United States    6 The important material, 
used for clothing people, ran wild for countless years.    7 arrayed     8 fertile    9 discloses

13 Finding Gold 
I look   2 found   3 sand   4 When    5 banks     6 hands   7 water   8 dirt   9 pan   10 lead   11 rich 
12 hundreds     13 finding     14 reward  15 dollar    16 found    17 other     18 land     19 possible     
20 people

14 Anagrams 
1 south 2 dingo 3 enemy   4 fidget    5 adobe     6 manages     7 boredom  8 secret    9 crude      
10 backward    11 optic   12  mobbed

15 Working Dogs 
1 Kelpie   2 sheep-dog trials   3 Husky   4 (c) 5 (b)   6 the dogs are sometimes not friendly towards each other 
7 Corgi

16 Irregular Words 
1 queue   2 scheme   3 handkerchief    4 chlorine   5 receipt   6 dissolve   7 anchor   8 suite   9 sausage 
10 leopard     11 onion     12 buoy    13 cleanse 14 weird   15 brooch    16 yolk     17 blood     18 feud     19 lava  
20 plaid   21 gauge   22 mauve

17 The First to Fly 
1 Greece   2 French   3 hydrogen   4 North Carolina   5 no   6 demonstration   7 ungainly   8 donning   9 maimed 
10 astonishment     11 manoeuvred

i
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